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Dec. 7th Parent Strengths

Jan. 23rd Teacher 

Strengths
Jan. 25th Parent Strengths

We do have standards for 

accountability in writing
Data

We claim to have processes in place for 

consistent identification

Placement, reevaluation
Reviews Data

We claim we are doing substantial 

plan/program monitoring Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Efforts to increase 

underrepresented sub-groups

Compiling data over time to 

analyze trends
We claim to do annual surveys

Detailed practices to follow

Student data analysis - 

Parent/Family input

We have a process for program reevaluation 

for students with consistently poor 

performance Staffing

The plan is written. There is a plan 

for tracking accountability.

Instructional supplies for 

teachers
We have an AIG budget

Programs have been offered to 

certify/educate teachers
Funds

Uses many people in many groups to represent 

district needs K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Having the policy
Monitors the budget

Some amazing teachers with a lot to offer to 

the AIG program. Listen to your stars! Social - Emotional

Plan says we are to be transparent 

with data from AIG program

Information
To plan & implement a program specific to our 

gifted students
AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Collect and share growth publicly 

(website)
AIG website To include stakeholders, parents, teachers, etc.

Communication

We are to use data to assess the 

program

Programs
AIG advisory board made up of staff, teachers, 

parents, etc. which is mandated by legislation
Teacher Practices/Student Performance

Use of multiple sources of data to 

review/revise the AIG program

Pilot LIFT program
We have standards to ID children who requite 

AIG services
Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Data transparency

Allowing administrators/principals the ability to 

have on-site management of AIG program
Community Partnerships

Change of placement criteria Requires certified teachers

Elicits feedback from ALL 

stakeholders
Annual surveys of stakeholders

Mandatory conference when 

academic struggle is seen
Desire for all AIG teachers to be AIG certified

AIG Program Advisory Council

Regular surveys to parents for 

feedback

AIG advisory committee includes teachers, 

parents send those of former students for 

historical perspective Accountability

Stakeholder survey

Todays analysis (and the level of 

participation)

Offers a process for change of 

placement

A Procedure for change of 

placement exists

Evaluations. Monitoring 

implementation of local AIG 

programs for efficiency

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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A B C D E F G H

Plan monitors under-represented 

groups and has a plan to address 

disparities (LIFT, ESL needs)

Monitoring dropouts

Monitoring under represented 

populations

Assessing to ensure fidelity in 

identification, compliance, support, 

PD and curriculum

HAG/AG teachers, sharing data on 

AIG with public

Has appeals procedure for parents 

regarding placement

Process to credential AIG teachers

Eliciting parent and student 

feedback (use it)

Collaboration among AIG, EL & EC to 

determine best practices, monitor 

performance and retention

Processes seem to be in place for 

identification under represented 

children's needs are also in the plan 

(as well as addressing language 

barriers)

Process for change in placement

Teacher licensing for AIG teachers

monitor, analysis, surveys

The AIG department is assessing 

effective strategies to ensure 

fidelities in identification, 

compliance, programming, support, 

professional development and 

supplemental curriculum

A consistent identification program

Requiring by several alternative 

paths that students show they can 

perform in program

An AIG budget

Opportunity for surveys

Opportunity to reevaluate students 

with low performance

Opportunity for low-language 

students to qualify
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Plan review by state every 3 years

The meeting is a good 1st step 

towards less confusion and better 

communication between the 

administrators and parents
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Dec. 7th Parent  Weaknesses

Jan. 23rd Teacher Weaknesses Jan. 25th Parent Weaknesses

understaffed AG (not enough 

allotment to properly staff)

Parents not fully aware of AIG & the 

process in schools
There is little to no plan monitoring

No fidelity checks to reflect who scores 

are poor

Total lack of consistency from school to 

school re: AP course rigor, expectations, 

& resulting AP test scores.

Placement reevaluation is not widely 

disseminated understand, followed or 

enforced
Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Continuing education is not offered to 

ensure AG teachers are maintaining 

program integrity

Utilizing data to target areas of needed 

improvement

No clarity in how budget is allocated 

or spent

Allocations given at mid-year & hard to 

hire in November (a partial position for 

example)

Communication
Current identification rubric online 

doesn't match what is in plan
Staffing

Non-certified teachers teaching AG & 

students are misunderstood

Practice D: There has bee no 

communication between AIG Office & 

AP teachers to monitor outcomes as far 

as I know.

Little consistency between schools in 

exactly how students are identified. 

Lack of clarity in the identification 

procedures has led to significant 

confusion among AIG coordinators

Acceleration or Enrichment?

Focus lacks and priorities

Surveys only done every 3 yrs. & 

aren't drilled down to school level & 

provide improvement K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Full time AG only coordinator

Practice D: No mention of IB, (but AP is 

mentioned)

There is no specific Infor on LIFT 

students - how identified, how served, 

what teachers. No consistency
Social - Emotional

Surveys aren't being drilled down to 

school level and not being looked at for 

improvements

Quality of instructors for professional 

development

Consistency in determining who is 

served in the AIG classroom
AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

We are not doing anything we say 

we're doing in Standard 6

Practice C: training for AIG coordinators 

& effective communication esp. 

concerning testing & identification

Provides data on race but very little on 

economic status. Giftedness occurs in 

poor families, but they usually out on 

many learning opportunities because 

they lack funds. We need to know 

who they are.
Communication

Privately tested students aren't 

necessary AIG

Lack of professional development for IB 

(funding, support) *Required by IB but 

difficult to get support.

Who determined if data reelects 

success of plan, how is it measured?
Teacher Practices/Student Performance

No actual transparency about budget 

and program expenditures

Not using council of the AIG 

committee Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Identification/Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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Not all AIG students are being taught 

by AIG certified teachers

Minimum standards of performance 

should be spelled out for live-in 

students eye. maintain ? Quarterly 

Aug. EOG minimum should be 4 with 

at least 85%tile
Community Partnerships

Private testing needs to be tightened

Students who live-in & do not perform 

well should have explicit process for 

exiting program i.e. who initiates the 

process

We aren't' doing what the plan say we 

are.

Parents should be informed upon 

entry of their live-in student that 

continued enrollment in program 

depends on performance

Implementation!

The plan does not address a change of 

placement for live-in students
AIG Program Advisory Council

Need full time AG Coordinator

Students should understand before 

receiving services as an AIG live in that 

initial entrance does not guarantee a 

continuation in the AIG program
Accountability

Lack of specifies for methods and 

timeline

Lack of exit ramp to help students exit 

AIG services that are not suited or 

able to keep up

What's the standard for LIFT students?

Lack of transparency to public AIG 

advisory committee minutes, when 

are meetings?

Non AG certified teachers

Not all AIG teachers are currently 

certified to teach this population of 

students

Growth statistics (especially specific to 

both school and subgroup) not 

reported in manner easy for parents to 

access (lack of transparency)

Too much goes on teachers. Not 

enough staffing in AIG office

Need for better measures tracking AIG 

student growth beyond grade-level or 

course specific EOG's or EOC's

Not realistic. Plan is the dream but can 

we execute given the budget? What 

will we cut to achieve the important 

items?

Less growth of AIG subgroup over past 

year compared with rest of district

Annual survey is not separated into 

schools (to replicate successes and 

target resources to lower performing 

schools)

Dissemination of data needs to be 

more comprehensive, emails/peach 

jar, phone notifications of web 

updates, school-based communication

AIG program placement team creates 

another burden for those members. 

Creating more work for this group.

Funding & Budget

Collaboration

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)
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Standardized assessment of HAG/AG 

children at their accelerated grade 

level

The plan does not articulate what 

resources are needed (admin. $, 

people) to execute Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Opinions of AIG teachers and AG 

Coordinator is minimized (top down 

management)

What are the key roles, 

responsibilities and authorities?

Transparency by teacher of common 

lack of performance of students would 

help parents evaluate placement 

options and compel accountability

Who decides the benefit of and to the 

program of portfolio students?

Staffing

State funding and legislative mandates 

do not align with required teacher 

allotments

The advisory board did not approve 

the plan as written 6/25/19. There 

isn't a defined role for advisory boards 

- Hairston

Plan speaks to the need for teacher 

AIG certification. But in reality this is 

not occurring. HAG teachers that re 

now teaching but not currently 

certified AIG

Lack of fully certified (not tested) 

teachers for the program/classes

K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Even through credentialed process for 

AIG/HAG teachers is listed, not all 

teachers for AG/HAG are certified

The plan lacks measurable goals - no 

way to know if effective

Social - Emotional

AIG teachers may need more 

specialized training in HAG/AG student 

psychology or to be equipped with 

access to these resources in order to 

successfully meet students 

emotional/social needs

Lack of care for advice of the advisory 

board

AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Where is AIG wants to know? Had 

been taken down from website and I 

am not finding it.

The plan should include what changes 

are planned. What are we not going to 

do and what are we adding?
Communication

HAG:/AIG forms do not always make it 

to the HAG school in cum folder ( or 

may be completely blank) resulting in 

lack of data & documentation of their 

status necessary to receive state 

monies

Not clear how AIG money is spent

Teacher Practices/Student Performance

LIFT only for underrepresented 

students? Why not to all? Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Guidelines for change of placement 

review - first parent meeting should be 

about finding out what is happening 

that student is struggling and 

identifying supports not about change 

of placement warning. Community Partnerships

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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Seeming lack of transparency 

accountability by the district in 

monitoring program in real world 

application of the plan

The program tracks students who exit 

from the gifted services but doesn't 

mention what will be done to bring / 

encourage these students to return or 

meet their needs in a different method

Students not thriving in program are 

not actually helped to exit. (This can 

crush their self-esteem and slow their 

classmates) AIG Program Advisory Council

No sharing is done about achievement, 

growth and drop out rates. Is supposed 

to be posted on AIG website. Accountability

Better equipping of parents at AIG & 

HAG identification point about options 

and ways of understanding their 

choices

AIG advisory committee had been shut 

our of being able to evaluate the 

program and monitor alignment. Very 

little data shared, no AIG committee 

meeting help this school year

Timing of communication

Response to parent/program concerns

Feedback elicited surveys but results 

are never shared

Surveys need to be vetted and 

unbiased, without leading questions

Lack of fidelity results in lack of 

consistency of identification at schools, 

services at different schools

Monitors the implementation…We are 

actually implmenting VERY LITTLE of 

the AIG plan

Lack of communication'feedback to 

parents and teachers about the 

AIG/HAG program

No clear execution of monitoring to 

show adhearance to following plan

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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Equity and Excellence requires 

accountability - just because AIG 

students start off ahead doesn't mean 

their GROWTH is not important/critical

LIFT program takes away from 

AIG/HAG curriculum when the two are 

combined.

An on-line AIG certification does not 

lend itself to working with AIG/HAG 

students

We are doing very little on 

comprehensive program ecaluation

There is not transparency about 

budget and how much funding is spent 

on identification, talent development 

and services for already identified 

students

We are not staffing AIG classes with 

teacher who are already certified or 

working on certification. We are 

notfollowing plan that says HAG 

teachers must be already identified

Very little is done with survey results. 

We need to drill down by school to 

determinie what is happening at each 

site and how can we make services 

more equitable.

Poorly designed & disseminated 

surveys (eg: "Has your child learned 

this year?") with low communication & 

participation

Diversion of AIG funds away from 

identified students to accomplish social 

goals.

Very poor access to data collected by 

school that would inform parents

Very poor address of underperforming 

teachers, schools, principals

Failure to consider impact of portfolio 

method on student success
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Failute to inform parents to 

intellifently understand benefits & 

opportunities of AIG programs, and to 

monitor why so many choose not to 

participate

Failure to share/evaluated credintialing 

data aligned with teacher performance

Regular collection/evaluation & 

feedback from stakeholders is very 

poor

Even in this meetin gcommunication 

with parents & access was limited

Useful data not clearly provided on 

school website

Communication - Teachers and parents 

are often not in the loop (Note: This 

meeting would be a strenth for this)

Every school should have someone in 

the office representing AIG to have 

time to show support to our kids.

School will adjust their service delivery 

model to address EC students 

academic area of strength and support 

their area of disability

AIG budget is unclear how money is 

spent; some schools have few AIG 

students so resources are stretched 

too thin

Confusion of the program among AIG 

coordinators

Little consistency between schools in 

how students are identified - not 

blinded portfolio analysis - shouldn't 

use names or any other potential 

identifiers

AIG specific data must be presented to 

parents in an open meeting. 

Accountability data.

Acceleration model not implemented 

uniformly throughout district.

Resources to identify social emotional 

needs? Social workers? Psychologists? 

Skilled counselors in gifted children?
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More accountability and reviewing to 

identify what works and what doesn't
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Dec. 7th Parent  

Opportunities

Jan. 23rd Teacher 

Opportunities
Jan. 25th Parent Opportunities

Successful school level AIG programs 

exist within our district - We can learn 

from them.

Survey data can be tracked 

longitudinally to capture trends 

over time

Collaboration of many to benefit district 

goals

Communication between schools who 

are successful with those who are not 

to share best practices

With the career center in 

existence, 9 - 12 students 

everywhere have opportunities to 

take almost ALL AP courses

Achievement gap is also occurring in 

regular ed. Classes. Lack of rigor in regular 

ed. Is important. Not all smart kids are 

gifted. Provide more rigor in regular ed.
Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Increase data transparency at school 

level

Professional development for 

teachers

LIFT nurturing program needs to be well 

defined. What CogAt score cut-off It needs 

to be designed to grow achievement in 

high aptitude students who are identified.

Incresed transparency needed on test 

scores, growth etc.

Collaboration with EC for students 

that are twice-exceptional

Program metrics are not posted on the 

website as is written. Need to post growth 

scores on AIG website. Staffing

Specific minimums for use of private 

testing & alternative testing (Nagleri)

I like the possible idea for an 

AIG/HAG teacher handbook, but 

maybe one is needed for 

coordinators too

WSFCS has the ability to devise financial 

assistance for currently employed teachers 

to take coursework to add AIG licensure

Replicate schools that are achieving 

AIG growth

Focus - Roll out the program in 

stages will result in greater "buy 

in"

WSFCS has an impressive accountability 

department which can develop some way 

to provide S.E.S. data to identify AIG 

students who need services to improve 

their access to AIG
K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

We have survey data which if used and 

analyzed could yield helpful insights

PD available - by zones - virtually 

with technology - on early release 

days vs. after school

WSFCS has a website & channel 2 which 

can inform the public about which schools 

have the best AIG proficiency scores and 

the best AIG growth scores
Social - Emotional

Community supports re: Universities
PD for ALL K-2 teachers for LIFT Make date more user friendly

AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Promote the success rate of AIG/HAG 

students after high school

Share where AIG money is being spent to 

allow for better accountability
Communication

To be proud of the AIG/HAG program
AIG PLTs

Make statistics/performance & teacher 

certification readily available on website 

for review Teacher Practices/Student Performance

Parent guidance

AIG PLTs

Identify statistics to better evaluate 

program performance by school, 

performance by ethnicity, performance by 

teacher certification, performance by class 

size Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Identification/Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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Parent AIG/HAG meetings at school

Focus more on K-2 

opportunities for identified 

students (offer for teachers & 

students)

Get feedback from young people that have 

been through the program. Also children in 

the program
Community Partnerships

Make sure parents teachers and 

administration are familiar with the 

placement reevaluation process

Foster a more collaborative atmosphere - 

esp. from the program director, use 

feedback from AIG committee and 

teachers

Transitioning AG students to HAG if 

they've demonstrated good/execellent 

work so that we can have HAG 

programs at more schools

Student survey about experience recent 

students

Help more teachers set certified AIG 

Assist them financially and with time to 

focus on the certification.

Ask former AIG students their input for 

what is successful and what could be 

improved
AIG Program Advisory Council

Add school affiliation to survey to 

parents to better focus improvement 

efforts Accountability

Are there ways to generate 

supplemental funding to support AIG 

programming to strengthen / broaden 

support?

Improved stakeholder communication - 

parents, teachers and administration

Provide PD to all teachers, not just AIG 

teachers

Improved transparency and 

accountability for program and 

finances

More funding for AIG programs to be 

able to celebrate AIG students

Guidelines for teachers using AIG 

funds.

Collect & use data to understand why 

identified students are opting out of 

AG/HAG services or identify school that 

are not offering AG opportunities

Additional teachers to enable smaller 

class sizes

Do a better job of implementing what 

is in the plan to identify under 

represented subgroups

Using best practices from LIFT to 

support identification in other schools

Make HAG & AG available at all schools

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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Use data that are collected for change

clarify who is included in the data 

"identified" or participating in 

program. Consistent teacher 

certification

Utilize the AIG website much more to 

share data & info with parents

Increasing Diversity of AIG/Hag 

populations

Reach out more to families with 

potential students k-2 to help them 

advocate better at school & support 

learning at home especially families of 

underrepresented groups

Improve the transparency and 

accountability to stakeholders

Private funding in collaboration with 

WFU, Innovation Quarter, the hospitals 

to supplement AIG funding of brightest 

and best

Provide AIG programs with trained 

counselors in gifted students education 

to guide them through available 

programs from K-12

Counseling opportunities

Providing staff that can rally 

conference with identified students. 

Not adding another load to guidance 

counselors.

Need for better transportation

Need more feedback opportunities for 

parents/teachers/other stakeholders 

with district administration because 

parents are interested.

Identify & monitor SEL& goal setting 

progress for needs specific to AIG 

students

We have a nationawide problem with 

gaps betwee whites, blacks and 

hispanics. This isn't just a WSFCS 

problem. Where has proven success 

happened and have we seen what they 

are doing to include in the plan?

Home support for families with AIG 

students
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Need greater transparency for monies 

and where they are going

we need to work together to figure out 

how to best address underserved 

populations. Early identification of 

some underserved kids needs to be 

included and we need to figure out 

how to help those kids

Corporate partnerships x2

Improved accountability is the only 

way to improve our program. Collect 

data well. Publish and use it.True K - 2 

enrichment to help childrencatch up 

and perform at their best.

Provide opportunities for parents to 

encourage other minority parents to 

participate in AIG programing & explain 

advantages. Paresnts must buy in to 

support these programs
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Dec. 7th Parent  Threats Jan. 23rd Teacher Threats Jan. 25th Parent Threats

Lack of evaluation criteria for LIFT

Competition for student enrollment threatens 

inter-school collaboration for AP courses

Not sharing details of program 

implementation with stakeholders

Lack of standardized metrics for the LIFT 

program
Funding to support PD for teachers

Need caps on number of students in 

AIG classrooms Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

High aptitude kids need to be identified 

to increase achievement

Lack of consistency on processes to 

admit children who do not meet 

initial AIG standards (live-in)

Lack of adequate funding for program 

management means no one analyzes or 

shares data or program evaluation 

information

Time out of classroom for portfolio 

testing - it should be given additional 

resources
Staffing

LIFT program must have staffing 

requirements

AIG classrooms that are too diverse in 

academic level & pressure to keep 

live-in students in the classes despite 

performance

Funding Focus on portfolio K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Funding

Teachers need more support to 

identify students who are not 

succeeding in AIG and are live-in not 

fully qualified and ability to facilitate 

placement in more appropriate 

classroom Social - Emotional

Funding

Too much focus on parent feedback 

and too little on teacher feedback
AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

inadequate funding Communication

are there supplemental funding sources 

to explore? Teacher Practices/Student Performance

Budget for program from state and local 

budgets Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Poverty Community Partnerships

Inadequate AIG HAG services @ all 

schools kids lost in the gaps

Spreading art of HAG across county 

diluting program

Transportation AIG Program Advisory Council

Transportation Accountability

HAG offerings need to be publicized in 

advance of decision making

Need specifics

More IEP Paperwork

Lack of accountability for program

If there continues to be lack of fidelity 

to plan, gifted students will not be 

served well not equitably

Identification/Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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Funding for AIG students and program 

continues to decrease

AIG and HAG funds for supplies, etc. 

have been decreasing in the last few 

years. This is especially damaging to 

schools that desperately need funding 

and don't have as much PTA support.

Diversion of money away from 

identified AIG program

Lack of availability of meaningful 

grouping of growth, EOG/EOC courses, 

AP scores on the website

Reduced funds for supplies in AIG 

programs 

Certified teacher allocation in AIG 

program

Misuses of surveys to disguise programs

Lack of EOC testing to show weaknesses 

in science and social studies in AG

Keeping students in AIG classes who 

routinely fall behind and slow classroom 

instruction. This is an increasing 

concern with new LIFT and portfolio 

proposals

Safety in schools, esp. in trailers

Part-time AIG director - we need a full 

time program manager that is truly 

dedicated to instilling accountability

Survey information not shared and 

surveys are often leading - trying to get 

to the answer that the school system is 

desiring

Placement re-evaluation how will we 

effectively re-evaluate to ensure 

students are performing at the level 

that they are in will this be consistently 

applied at all schools?

Lack of trust in the program and what 

key stakeholders are told

Facilities issues- mold, trailers


